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Ron George, CIPE, CPD,
Plumbing Systems Expert
-

Plumbing Designer for over 30 Years
President, Ron George Design & Consulting Services
Member, IAPMO (Member Standards Council overseeing Mech/Plbg Codes)
Member, International Code Council
(Former Chairman of the International Residential Code, Plumbing &
Mechanical Code Comm.)

-

Member ASSE
(Seal Board Member & Product Standard Committee member)

-

Member ASPE
Member Several ASME A112 Plumbing Product Task Groups
Member ASTM (Cast Iron and Plastic Pipe Standard Committees)
Member Tri-County Plumbing Inspectors
Member S.E. Michigan Code Development Group
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Facts About Water
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Facts About Water
• The planning and construction of water supply
infrastructure has not been keeping up with
demand.
• The demand is dramatically growing at a
significant rate.
• As water and sewer utilities are extended to new
and undeveloped areas the demand for
freshwater increases.
• Water Supply Infrastructure must keep pace with
the increase in demand and water use must be
reduced.
• At the current pace the water shortages will be
common in many areas in the future.
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Facts About Water
• Water is plentiful and has been recycled for billions of
years.
• We can have plenty if we design the right solutions. We
will not run out of water if we plan properly!
• The solution to water shortages is both Political and
Technical. One should not be addressed without the
other.
• Increase catchment systems. (lakes, reservoirs)
• Decrease wasteful practices.
–
–
–

A properly flushing toilet is not a wasteful practice.
An improperly flushing toilet is a health hazard
One time use of water used for processing or transporting goods is a wasteful practice.

• An industrial water user is a better candidate for water
use reduction than low flow water closets.
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Facts About Water
• In the US the water shortage situation is getting
worse with a growing number of drought stressed
states and population growth projection of an extra
100 million people by 2050.
• I feel it is important to determine the minimum flow
to support proper drainage flow.
• I also feel water utilities should consider sharply
increasing the water utility rates to allow for
construction and maintenance of new and existing
infrastructure and the higher rates will provide the
much needed incentives for water conservation
efforts by users.
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Obama Administration = Change
• President Obama is going to be more
climate change conscious?
• American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act Signed by President Obama
– The Act signed by President Obama
allocates $6 billion for local clean and drinking
water infrastructure improvements.
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New Obama Administration means a Change
in US Policy toward the Environment
• American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Signed by
President Obama Takes Action to Seek Stimulus Funding
for Water Efficiency Projects 2009-03-02
• President Obama signed the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) on February 17, 2009 in Denver,
Colorado. The Act allocates $6 billion for local clean and
drinking water infrastructure improvements: $4 billion for the
Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) program; and $2
billion for the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF)
program.
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American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act
•

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) states that "not less than 20 percent of the
appropriated funds shall be provided for projects
that address green infrastructure, water or energy
efficiency improvements, or other environmentally
innovative activities." (1.2 Billion) The Act
separately indicates that no less than 50 percent of
the capitalization grants received by states be used
"in the form of forgiveness of principal, negative
interest loans or grants or any combination of
these."
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American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act
• The Act stipulates that the funded projects
must proceed within 12 months of enactment.
• Guidance released by the Environmental
Protection Agency on March 2, 2009 indicates
that States are required to make a concerted
effort to solicit green infrastructure, water and
energy efficiency projects, and innovative
environmental projects for 180 days following
the signing of the bill into law.
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American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act
• The catch is that on August 17, 2009 (180 days after the bill
was signed), states may certify that there are not sufficient
projects for green infrastructure, energy and water efficiency
projects or innovative environmental projects and can then
utilize the funding for conventional SRF projects. Therefore it
is very important to get your water efficiency projects on your
state list for the CWSRF and DWSRF as soon as possible.
• Water efficiency projects will qualify, with or without larger
infrastructure projects in the application. Your state SRF
representatives need to know your projects are out there,
ready, and awaiting funding.
• There is a possibility the drainline carry research could be
funded from these funds.
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Water Efficiency Movement in the USA
• Change over to High Efficiency Toilets (HET) and
waterless urinals
• What we are seeing with respect to Water
conservation.
– History Repeating itself - Deja Vue
• Government Mandate from 3.5 to1.6 in 1992 with no research
funding.
• Local Government mandates proposed for 2010 – 2014 for High
Efficiency Toilets HET 1.28 GPF with no current research funding.

– Lopsided water conservation efforts.
• Residential water use targeted for most of conservation efforts.
• Industrial users are still using 87 percent of the clean water and
wasting large amounts of water with their processes.
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Facts About Water Use in the United States
Non-Residential Water Use:
Agricultural, Industrial,
Commercial, Etc. = 87%

5%
87%

5.6%
2.4%

8%

NonHousehold
Irrigation = 5%
Uses
Outdoor
Drinking, Bathing, Household
Washing = 5.6% Uses
Toilet Use
Toilet = 2.4%
Residential

Indoor Household Use = 8%

8% of Water Use is Residential

Drinking,
Bathing, Etc..

Source: US Geological Survey, Environmental Protection Agency

The 1992 Energy Policy Act is a federal law that is supposed to save
water by mandating low flow toilets, showers and lavatories but toilets
account for only 2.4 percent of all water used in the United States. 14

What we are seeing with respect to Water
conservation
• My office has experienced several drain line stoppages. It
cost me $133.50 to have the sewer cleaned out. 6 times in
less than a year. (Over $800 per Year on Drain Cleaning Services)
• I feel when considering the drain-line carry test, for ASME
A112.19.3 we must consider the average distance from the
building to the public sewer and make sure the solids will
travel or carry that distance. I’m not sure where the 40 foot
distance came from for the current drain-line carry test or
what the justification was for 40 feet, but it is not anywhere
near the distance we see in the real world. I feel the drainline carry test should be closer to 100 feet with a minimum
pipe slope such as (1%) to assure the contents of the bowl
will be carried to the public sewer.
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What is LEED?
and
How Does it Impact Water
Conservation?
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In the US we have a program called LEED.
LEED = (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design)
• It is a Green Building Rating System that is a
voluntary, consensus-based standard to
support and certify successful green building
design, construction and operations.
• LEED provides a nationally recognized
certification system to promote integrated,
whole-building design practices in the building
industry.
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What is A LEED Certified Building?
• LEED is a third-party certification program
and the US benchmark for the design,
construction and operation of high
performance buildings. LEED promotes a
whole-building approach to sustainability by
recognizing performance in five key areas of
human and environmental health:
1. Sustainable site development,
2. Water savings, (Not always Good Engineering)
3. Energy efficiency, (Not always Good Engineering)
4. Materials selection and
5. Indoor environmental quality.
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LEED
Water Efficiency Points for Plumbing Systems
Water Efficiency

Task Group

Points Possible = 5

1.1 Water Efficient Landscaping, (Reduce by 50%)

1

1.2 Water Efficient Landscaping, (No Potable Water, No Irrigation) 1
2.0 Innovative Wastewater Technologies, (Gray, Reclaim)

1

3.1 Water Use Reduction, (20% Reduction)

1

This is the basis for California requiring 20% reductions in HETs (WCs) and Showers

3.2 Water Use Reduction, (30% Reduction)

1
1
One additional point is now available for Innovative design that achieves 40%
reduction.
Total Points Available = 6
19

LEED Water Efficiency Points
For Plumbing Systems
3.1 Water Use Reduction, (20% Reduction) = 1 LEED Point

This is the basis for California requiring 20% reductions in HETs (WCs) and Showers

Current flush volume = 1.6 GPF x .80 (20% reduction) = 1.28 GPF
LIMITED RESEARCH HAS BEEN DONE ON FIXTURES AT THIS FLUSH VOLUME.

3.2 Water Use Reduction, (30% Reduction) = 1 additional LEED Point
Current flush volume = 1.6 GPF x .70 (30% reduction) = 1.12 GPF

NO COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH HAS BEEN DONE ON FIXTURES AT THIS FLUSH VOLUME.

3.3 One additional point is available for Innovative design
that achieves 40% reduction (40% Reduction) = 1 additional LEED
•

Point
Current flush volume = 1.6 GPF x .60 (40% reduction) = 0.96 GPF

NO COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH HAS BEEN DONE ON FIXTURES AT THIS FLUSH VOLUME.

At some point, additional flow reductions do not make sense anymore!
What is the minimum flow required for a drain to operate properly. 20

Green Initiatives: LEED and WaterSense
We need to develop water conservation products
and programs to reduce the water demands for
future generations.
Manufacturers, engineers, Inspectors and
plumbers need to develop water and energy
conservation products that not only address water
conservation, but also address:
- Safety (no scalding or thermal shock)
- System performance (Proper drain-line carry)
- User satisfaction. (Enough flow from fixtures to

satisfy the users)
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A New US Program for Research
Plumbing Efficiency Research Coalition - (PERC)
• A new US collaborative research program the
industry is getting behind is Called:
• Plumbing Efficiency Research Coalition (PERC)
• The newly-named Plumbing Efficiency Research
Coalition (PERC) formed last month through a
Memorandum of Understanding, has identified
Drainline Transport as its first research
project. PERC is comprised of five industry
organizations seeking to conduct much-needed
research in a number of areas.
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•
•
•

•

PERC

Plumbing Efficiency Research Coalition Begins Work - Identifies
Drainline Transport as First Joint Project – February 2, 2009
The newly-named Plumbing Efficiency Research Coalition (PERC), formed
last month through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), has identified
“Drainline Transport” as its first research project.
The Coalition is comprised of five industry organizations seeking to
conduct much-needed research in a number of areas. Representing the
Coalition on the initial conference call to establish the first project were:
1. Mary Ann Dickinson, Alliance for Water Efficiency (AWE)
2. Pete De Marco, Int’l Assoc. of Plumbing & Mechanical Officials (IAPMO)
3. Jay Peters, International Code Council (ICC)
4. Ike Casey, Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors Association (PHCC)
5. Barbara Higgens, Plumbing Manufacturers Institute (PMI)
IAPMO’s Pete DeMarco will serve as project coordinator for this inaugural
research study and will also chair the Technical Committee assigned to the
project. Each of the five member associations of PERC has named a
representative to this committee. The first order of business is to define the
parameters of the project.
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Contributing Factors to Dry Drains
• Ultra Low Flow Water closets (Below 6 liters)
• Non water using urinals
• Low Flow Showers
– Plus Scalding and thermal shock hazards

• Grey Water System – Captured waste from:
– Showers
– Bathtubs
– Sinks
• Water from these systems is often redirected for
irrigation or other uses. This contributes to dry drains.
24

Low Flow Products: Health and Safety Issues

Health and Safety Issues
– Plumbing Engineering Issues:
• Engineers and Design Professionals are
concerned about product performance, user
comfort/satisfaction and Safety Issues.

#1
Drain line Carry

#2
Flow vs Temperature control
25

Low Flow Fixtures: Health and Safety Issues

Drain-Line Transport Concerns

Ultra Low Flow or High
Efficiency Water Closets

Drain line
Transport
issues

Drain clogs =
unsanitary
Conditions

• Some locations are moving up implementation dates for
High Efficiency Water Closets (Less Than 1.28 GPF)
without testing to assure it will not cause drain line
carry problems and sewer blockage issues.
Note: Consider buying stock in a drain cleaning company
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US Water Conservation Legislation
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 was federal legislation
brought the U.S. the 1.6 gallon per flush (GPF) water
closets that performed poorly in the first several years
after the requirements went into effect. That legislation
mandated low flow water closets without first performing
any research on the subject. It took several years for the
manufacturers to redesign fixtures to perform better. No
one wants to repeat the follies of the 1.6 gpf change in
1992. We ended up suffering with products that had
design flaws that caused drainline transport issues, and
poor user satisfaction.
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Drain Line Transport
Health Issue: Drain line Transport:
–Drain line Transport issues can
occur when low flow fixtures are
installed on existing or oversized
piping with a long distances to the
public sewer.
–Poor drain line transport issues result
in blockages and Sewage backups
inside buildings. (Which can cause exposure to:
mold, raw sewage, infectious diseases, etc.)
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Drain Line Transport
When a drain is properly sized, the peak flow is
approximately half full. This allows the solids to
stay on suspension and flow down the drain.
3 inch Drain

1.6 GPF creates a wave
deep enough to keep
solids in suspension
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Drain Line Transport
If the pipe is oversized or if the flow is reduced there
can be drain line transport issues when the hydraulic
depth of flow is insufficient for the solids and they
settle on the bottom of the pipe and can lead to drain
line blockages.
6 inch Drain

1.6 GPF is not enough
water to create a wave
deep enough to keep
solids in suspension in a
larger pipe.
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Drain Line Transport
It is important to match the pipe size to the anticipated flow to
prevent drainline transport problems.

Don’t oversize the
piping
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Drain Line Transport
If we reduce the water flow rates in existing drain lines we
loose hydraulic depth of flow and the solids will settle on
the bottom of the pipe it will lead to more drain line
blockages.

Insufficient
Hydraulic
Depth of Flow
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Drain Line Transport
As additional solids enter the drain line they pile up where
the initial solids settle. Over time the drain becomes
completely blocked and sewage overflow or back-up will
occur.
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Evaluation of Low-Flush Volume Toilet
Technologies to Carry Waste in Drainlines
A Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation Project
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Drain Line Carry
Immediate 2nd flush
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Drain Line Carry
Delayed 2nd Flush

If a long Period of Time elapses between flushes solids can adhere or
dry to the bottom of the pipe.
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Drain Line Blockage
May Take Weeks to Become Noticeable
In fixtures with low or intermittent usage, the waste
can settle and dry on the bottom of the pipe.

When the blockage occurs far downstream, it may take weeks or months for the
problem to show up at the fixture because the liquid waste seeps through and
the solids collect over a long period of time.
Two months at my office. The problem has been resolved with triple flushing
the water closets.
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ULF Toilets - Drain Line Blockage
More Common in Horizontal buildings
In buildings with remote fixtures with low or sporadic
usage, the waste can settle and dry on the bottom
of the pipe.

High Rise
with Vertical
Stacks
performs
OK

In a One-Story building with long
horizontal runs with no additional
branches there is a Potential
Problem when low flow fixtures are
installed.
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Drain-line Carry
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Drain-line Carry

45ft
36ft
29ft
25ft

23ft
16ft
1.28 Gal

1.6 Gal
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Drain Line Carry

1.28 Gals

29ft
1.6 Gals

45ft

For Complete CMHC Drain line Transport Report Go To:
http://www.calgary.ca/docgallery/bu/water_services/conservation/indoor/toilet_program/toilet_drainline_carry_report_02_05.pdf
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Poor Drain Line Carry can lead to
Unsanitary Conditions from drain back-ups with
sewage and mold problems

We need to be careful that efforts to save a percent or two
residential water use does not create unsanitary conditions
from inadequate flow in the drains and cause sewage
back-ups and blockages in drain lines related to
inadequate drain-line transport?
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Manufacturer’s Awareness of the Issues
• Are Manufacturers aware of the issues?
• Are they aware of the problems associated with
drain-line transport and scald issues associated
with low flow fixtures
• Are manufacturers ignoring the problem?
• My experience is most of the larger and more
sophisticated manufacturers are aware of the
drainline transport and scalding problems.
• The newer manufacturers are most likely unaware
of many of these issues. Especially with the
abundance of new shower head manufacturers.
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Summary:
Facts About Water Use in the United States
Non-Residential Water Use:
Agricultural, Industrial,
Commercial, Etc. = 87%

5%
87%

5.6%
2.4%

8%

NonHousehold
Irrigation = 5%
Uses
Outdoor
Drinking, Bathing, Household
Washing = 5.6% Uses
Toilet Use
Toilet = 2.4%
Residential

Indoor Household Use = 8%

8% of Water Use is Residential

Drinking,
Bathing, Etc..

Source: US Geological Survey, Environmental Protection Agency

Keep focus on where the real potential is for water savings.
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Trend Towards Multiple Showerheads
 Studies show 66% of respondents want more
water flow and 60% want more force.

2.5 GPM May be
Compliant

+ 2.5 GPM
Non-Compliant

+ 2.5 GPM
Non-Compliant
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Thermal Shock & Scalding
A Major concern in homes with older style
non-compensating shower controls.
• The effect of thermal shock as a health
and safety issue – a result of less flow
(validation needed through testing with
older style shower valves)
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Definition:
• Non-Compensating Shower Control Valve
– A shower valve that does not compensate for
changes in pressure or temperature. This
would include: Two-handled shower valves and
Single-handle shower valves without a pressure
balancing component or a thermostatic
component. It is estimated that over 50 percent
of all existing homes have non-compensating
shower valves.
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Low Flow Shower Head Issues:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

–

–
–
–
–

–

–

Water droplet size - spray mist

Small water droplet size allows inhalation of water mist with Legionellae
bacteria. This also contributes to high moisture in bathrooms and can
increase the risk of mold issues.

Force

Some low flow shower heads have very little force or rinsing ability.

User Satisfaction

shampoo rinse, time in shower

Noise –

Aspirating type showers tend to be load and also create water mist
inhalation hazards

Wind chill factor

Aspirating type shower entrain air and water and create a wind chill effect
in the shower. This causes the bather to use a higher temperature
setting than they would normally use.

Temperature from top to bottom of shower area w/ fine droplets
Preliminary testing shows fine mist shower sprays cause higher
temperature settings. There is a very hot temperature coming out of the
shower head and because of evaporative cooling of the small droplets
the water feels very cold by the time it is near the bathers feet.

Additional Time Required in the Shower

Low flow shower heads cause longer showering times. Time = $
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Low Flow Shower Head
Research Funding Needed
There is a great need for research to determine a minimally acceptable shower
flow rate that will still Provide user comfort and address several issues, including
the following:
• Temperature control
• Water droplet size (to prevent Legionellae bacteria in the water supply from
being becoming Aerosolized in the water mist and inhaled into the lungs)
(Recent Legionellae incidents: Numerous Weekly reports of Legionellae)
• Velocity of water spray
• Scouring action
• Shower temperature setting Entrained air and evaporative cooling and wind
chill effect causing higher usage temperatures (hot heads and cold feet).
• Additional time required to shower properly because of lower flow rates
• Concerns about thermal shock or scalding with flow restrictor type
showerheads and older two-Handled or non-compensating type shower valves.
• Noise with flow restrictor type showerheads some produce high pitch noise that
can damage your hearing.
WaterSense is currently in the process of writing letters to legislators asking for
increased federal funding for the program. If the funding comes through, I hope
that they will be able to research and address all of these issues.
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Low Flow Shower Heads
Health and Safety Issues:
1. Scalding and thermal shock – Scalding
and/or thermal shock can occur when low
flow or “green” products are mismatched.
Low flow with non-compensating shower
valve example:
»A low-flow shower head installed with a
shower valve that is non-compensating
will not control the temperature as flows
an pressures change.
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Two-Handle Faucet or Non-Compensating
Shower Valve Flow Dynamics
NonCompensating
Two Handle
Faucet

Mixed Flow to shower head
NonNearby
Compensating
CW
Two Handle
Fixture
Faucet

Flow Restrictor
Nearby CW
Fixture
Flowing

Flow

Normal Flow

Hot Water
Crossover to Cold
Water Pipe

Pressure
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Disturbance

Flow Restrictor
Shower Head

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Closed

Closed

Closed

No Flow
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Flow Restrictor
Shower Head

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Closed

Opened

Closed

CW Flow
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Flow Restrictor
Shower Head

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Closed

Closed

Closed

No Flow
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Flow Restrictor
Shower Head

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Opened

Closed

Closed

HW Flow
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Flow Restrictor
Shower Head

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Opened

Opened

Closed

Mixed Flow
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Flow Restrictor
Shower Head

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Opened

Mixed Flow With
Pressure Disturbance
Nearby CW Valve is
Opened

Opened

Opened
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Flow Restrictor

Animation of A noncompensating faucet
with crossover flow
and a pressure
disturbance

Closed

Closed

Mixed Flow Returned to
Normal When Nearby
CW Valve is Closed

Closed
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Scald Burn Photos

• Caution!
• The following images are graphic photos
of scald burn victims
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Health and Safety Issues

Scald Burns
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Health and Safety Issues

Scald Burns
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Scald Burns
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Shower Flow Study Showing:
Flow Rate vs Temperature Control
• A Recent Report at an ASME low flow Showerhead task
force meeting in Reno NV showed: As Flows through
shower control valves were reduced, the ability of the
shower valve to control the temperature to ASSE limits
diminished. ASSE standards are proposed for revision to
address this issue.
AT 2.5
GPM
MIXING
VALVE
PASSES
ASSE
TEMP
CONTROL

2.5 GPM

AT 1 GPM
MIXING
VALVE
FAILS
ASSE
TEMP
CONTROL

1 GPM
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In many Areas Water Conservation
Programs are handing out free low
flow shower heads.
• This is extremely dangerous because it
could lead to scalding and thermal shock
injuries.
• Warning labels are needed
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WARNING Labels and Education are needed
WARNING! Shower valves may not work properly when low flow showerheads
(restricting water flow below 2.5 gpm) are installed. Installing low flow
showerheads where compensating shower valves or conventional, noncompensating shower valves are installed will increase the risk of scalding or
other types of injuries, such as slips and falls due to thermal shock when the
plumbing system experiences pressure changes.
Make sure the low flow showerhead you wish to install is installed with a
shower valve that has been designed, tested and verified to function safely
at the reduced flow rate. If in doubt, consult the manufacturer of the valve
before installing a low flow showerhead.
1 Thermostatic compensating valves are designed to keep bathing water
temperatures in the shower fairly constant when other appliances, such as a
washing machine or toilet, are in use and when the hot or cold water supply
pressures change or the bathing water outlet temperature changes. The response
of this type of mechanism is different to that of a pressure balance compensating
valve see Note2.
2 Pressure balance compensating valves are designed to keep bathing water
temperature in the shower fairly constant when other appliances, such as a
washing machine or toilet, are in use and when the hot or cold water supply
pressures change.
3 Conventional, non-compensating valves are completely dependent on the user
to adjust the temperature at all times by changing the adjustment these types of
controls are not recommended with low flow or flow restricted shower heads,
because the possibility of scalding and thermal shock increases with the flow
66
restriction.

WARNING!
Conventional, non-compensating
valves are completely dependent on the
user to adjust the temperature at all times
by changing the adjustment.
These types of controls are not
recommended with low flow or flow
restricted shower heads, because the
possibility of scalding and thermal shock
increases with the flow restriction.
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Local Jurisdictions Ignore Safety
• Local Water Jurisdictions that Pass Water
Efficiency ordinances and distribute shower heads
without warnings about non-compensating shower
valves are putting themselves at risk.
(Example: Miami Dade County Water Conservation Ordinance)

• Some Water Utilities are Passing out 1.5 GPM
flow restrictors and shower heads and are
unwittingly creating dangerous systems.
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The “Stacking Effect” in
Un-circulated Water Heaters
HOT WATER RISES TO
THE TOP OF AN
UNCIRCULATED TANK
DURING PERIODS OF
NON-USE.
COLD WATER IS MORE
DENSE AND STAYS AT
THE BOTTOM OF THE
TANK.
THERE CAN BE A
SIGINIFICANT
DIFFERENCE IN
TEMPERATURE FROM
THE TOP OF THE TANK
TO THE BOTTOM.

THE TOP PORTION
OF THE TANK CAN
BE EXTREMELY
HOT.

143 F to 163 F

143 F = OFF
125 F Set Pt
107 F = ON

34-850 F

THE THERMOSTAT
CAN VARY AS
MUCH AS 15-18
DEGREES PLUS OR
MINUS THE SET
POINT
T

THE BOTTOM
PORTION IS NOT
HOT ENOUGH TO
BE A USEABLE
TEMPERATURE.
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How Do We Control the Temperature Swings?
Use ASSE 1017 Thermostatic Mixing Valves at the Water Heater!
ASSE 1017 Therm.
Mixing Valve
143 -163 F HW

HOT WATER RISES TO
THE TOP OF AN
UNCIRCULATED TANK
DURING PERIODS OF
NON-USE.
COLD WATER IS MORE
DENSE AND STAYS AT
THE BOTTOM OF THE
TANK.
THERE CAN BE 120
DEGREE DIFFERENCE
IN TEMPERATURE
FROM THE TOP OF THE
TANK TO THE BOTTOM.

34-850 F

34 - 85 F
THE TOP PORTION
OF THE TANK CAN
BE EXTREMELY
HOT.

143 F to 163 F

143 F = OFF
125 F Set Pt
107 F = ON

120 F

THE THERMOSTAT
CAN VARY AS
MUCH AS 15-18
DEGREES PLUS OR
MINUS THE SET
POINT
T

THE BOTTOM
PORTION IS NOT
HOT ENOUGH TO
BE A USEABLE
TEMPERATURE. 70

A cheap solution for non-compensating shower valves.
Temperature Actuated Flow Reduction Valve (TAFR) ASSE-1062

The Device installed here
shuts-off the flow of water to a
drip when the temperature
exceeds 115 to 117 Degrees F
(46C to 47C)

http://www.cashacme.com/prod_thermostatics_HG_TAFR.php
or www.pppinc.net
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The End
It’s Not Easy
Being “Green”
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